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Time-Delay-Domain and Pseudorandom-Noise
Photoacoustic and Photothermal Wave
Processes: A Review of the
State of the Art
ANDREASMANDELIS

Abstract-The application and development of correlation and spectral analysis methods to photoacoustic and photothermal wave detection are examined. The purposes of this review are to 1) describe the
two most prominent techniques available for photothermal correlation
and spectral processing, namely the pseudorandom noise and the frequency-modulation (FM) time-delay (or frequency sweep) optical excitation; 2) compare the technical featuresof these techniques, such as
measurement dynamic range properties, amount of measurement time
3) present advantages
required and instrumentation requirements; and
of the techniques over the widely used conventional frequency domain
and pulsed laser excitation, as well as a detailed comparison between
themselves. Attention is focused on the conceptual and mathematical
details of signal generation, processing, and interpretation. Subtle but
significant differences in the signal dynamic range, impulse response,
and transfer function are shown to determine the limits
of each of the
two major techniques and are corroborated
by the available experimental evidence to date. A review of the steadily increasing literature
on spectroscopic and thermal imaging applicationsof these techniques
is a powerful indicator of the promise they hold for conducting fundamental and applied studies, primarily due to 1) the superior wealth
of information obtained through pseudorandom photothermal
excitation,ascomparedtotheconventionalfrequencydispersivetechniques and 2) the less destructive nature of the pseudorandom impulse response, compared to pulsed laser excitation.

I . BACKGROUND
A . Nature of Random Signals and Classijcation of
Correlation and Spectral Functions
ANDOMSIGNALSandrandomphysicalphenomena, in general,cannotbedescribed
explicitly in
terms of mathematical functions, because,
by the very definition of randomness, there is no apparent physical law
that governs the physical responseof a given system. Another frequently used term to
denote the same physical
response of a system acted upon by some chance mechanism is “stochastic signal.” Even though no single mathematical description of such a system response exists,
the
response can be described, however, by averaging values
over a large set of sample functions (an ensemble) taken
at specific times and forming the time history of the ran-
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dom response of the system. If the symbol { } is used to
denote such an ensemble of sample functions, two primitive mathematical functions can be defined as statistical
[l] a mean
descriptionsof the random process, namely
value
.

N

and an autocorrelation function

R,(tl, tl

+ 7) =

.

l

N

c

lim Xk(tl)Xk(tl
N-W
Nk=l

+ 7)

(1.2)

where the summations are taken over the ensemble
{ X ( f ) }.
The autocorrelation function is a measure of the degree of
correlation between the values of the random signal at two
different times t l and cl + 7.The following shows all the
possible classifications of random signals:
Random
I

I

StatlfnaTy

Ergodic

Nonstationary

Nonergodlc
Continuous
Translent

1-

.

Of greatest importance to photoacoustic and photothermal
wave spectroscopies are the signals of stationary nature.
These are random signals characterizedby (1,l) and (1.2),
in the special event that px and R, do not vary with time.
Thus these two functionsare independent of the particular
sample record used to determine them:
px(tl) = p, = constant

(1.3)

and
Rn(tl

+ 7) = R,(7).

(1.4)

According to the ergodic hypothesis for a random stationary process, the observation of N arbitrarily chosen
sample functions from the ensemble { X ( t ) } is statistically
equivalent to a large number of observations made on a
single sample function at N arbitrary instants of time. For
closely spaced observation instantsof time of the kth sample function, the mean valuep,(Ic) and the autocorrelation
function Rn(7, k ) are given by
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Fig. I . Illustration of probability density for a stationary random signal
(31.

px(k) = lim -

'S

T - + ~ To

Xk(t) dt = px

(1.5)

fore,forexperimentalphotoacoustic
and photothermal
wave situations, (1.5) and (1.6) become

and

px = lim

1'

R,(7, k ) = lirn Xk(t) Xk(t +
'-+m
T o

-

7)

dt = R,,(7).

(1.6)

S'

Tl o

~ - + m

(1.10)

X(t) dt, [V]

and

'S

Onlystationaryrandom
signalscanbeergodic
[2],
R,(T) = lim X(t) X ( t
T) dt, [V2].
(1.1 1)
which is responsible for their exclusive roleinphotoT+CO T 0
acoustics. Nonstationary signals can be broadly divided
into continuousnonstationary, i.e., signals with no begin- The autocorrelation function Rx,(7) in (1.11) provides a
ning or end, and transient nonstationary signals that start
X(t)
measure of the similarity between the input signal
and finish at zero. In practice, short segments of contin- and its own time-delayed version X(t
7 ) . As the input
uous signals are used for analysis,called quasi-stationary. random signal to a photothermal system results in a ranThe stochastic nature of stationary random signals allows
dom output signal [5], it is necessary to introduce statisonly a probabilistic interpretation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. tical functions that measure the degree of correlation beIt is clear from this figure that the probability density
p ( X ) tween input and output signals. The statistical correlation
that the signal value lies between X and X AX is given functionsof importancetorandomphotothermalwave
signal analysis, besides the autocorrelation function and
by
the mean, are 1) thecross-correlationandunitimpulse
P(X
Ax) - P ( X )
p(X) = lim
response functions in the time domain and2) the one-sided
AX-0
autospectraland cross-spectraldensities,thecoherence
and transfer
where P ( X ) represents the total probability that the signal function,coherentoutputpowerspectrum
function in the frequency domain [6]. A brief synopsis of
value is less than X . Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows that
these functions in terms of definitions and significance is
asfollows: The cross-correlationfunctionbetweenthe
systeminputstationaryrandomsignallsamplefunction
X ( t ) , and the output signal Y(t) is given by
where each Atn represents one of the time intervals in T,
RJ7) = lim X ( t ) Y(t 7) dt [V2]. (1.12)
where the signal lies between X and X
AX. It can be
T - ~ To
shown [4] that the probability density function for a stationary random process (noise) has a Gaussian shape of
This function provides a measure of the similarity between the input signal X ( t ) and a time-delayed version of
the form
the output signal Y(t
7). In the frequency domain the
input one-sided autospectral density is an experimentally
meaningful function

+

+

+

+

S'

+

+

+

where a denotesthestandarddeviationfromthemean
value p x .
The assumed ergodicity of stationaryrandomsignals
allows the elimination of the subscript k from the sample
function Xk(t) in ( l . 5 ) and (1.6), a convenient simplification for experimental systems, which record such signals within one finite observation time interval T. There-

G,(f)

=4

j

m

RJ7)

COS

( 2 n f ~ )dt [V2/Hz] (1.13)

0

which measures the rate of change
of the average input
signal power with frequency. An entirely analogous definition can be given for the output one-sidedautospectral
density Gyy(
f). The one-sided cross-spectral density
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response function) H( f ) defined by

W

R J T ) cos ( 2 ~ fdr~ ) [V2/Hz] (1.14)

0

H ( f ) = -(dimensionless) ( l .22)
G,(f>
Uf)’
is a measure of the frequency interrelationship between
the random input signal X(r) and the time-delayed version where
7). Unlike the autocorrelation
of the output signal Y(t
OD
R J r ) is not an
function,thecross-correlationfunction
S,,(f) =
RJT) e-2nf7d7
[V2/Hz]
(1.23)
-m
even function of the delay time. For this reason additional
information about a photothermal wave system can be obtained by extending the cosine Fourier transform
of (1.14) and
to include all times, which defines the cross-spectrum
S,(f) =
R,(r)
dr
[V2/Hz].
(1.24)

+

G,,(f) = 2

S

1

S

W

-m

RXY(r)e-’i*f’ d7

Writing H(f)in the polar coordinate form

-W

=

W

c,,.(f>- iQ,,(f>.

(1.15)

The real part

H(f)= IH(f)I e-@(f)

(1.25)

it can be shown from (1.18), (1.19), and (1.25) that
m

Cxy(f ) = 2

RXY(r)cos ( 2 ~ f 7 )d7

IH(f)l =

(1.16)

-W

=

W

=

2

-m

K J r ) sin ( 2 r . f ~d7
)

(1.17)

is called the quadspectrum. In polar coordinate notation
the magnitude and phase of the cross-spectrum are given
by

IGny(f)l =

(1.26a)

&(f>.

(1.26b)

and

is called the cospectrum, while the imaginary part
Q,,(f)

IG,,(f)l/G,(f)

[c;Jf)+ Q~jr(f>l”2P 2 / H z 1

(1.18)

The relationships shown in ( l .26) are extremely important in stationary random photothermal wave systems, as
they permit the evaluation of the complete frequency-responsefunctionofsuchsystems,assumedlinear,from
cross-spectralmeasurements.Finally,thetime-domain
) be defined as the
unit impulse response function h ( ~ can
Fourier transform of the transfer functionH( f ) :

1

W

and

h(r) =

H( f ) e**$‘
d$

(l .27)

-m

(1.19)

This function is of great importance to photothermal wave
applications, as it can generate a system function mathePhysically, the cross-spectral magnitude is a measure
matically equivalent to the system’s response to a single
of the frequency content of the causal response of a sysultrashort
excitation pulse, by weighing the transfer functem induced by a random input X ( t ) , while the phase cartion
over
the
entire frequency spectral content of the acries information about the propagation time between input
tual
random
excitation.
and output. This time delay manifests itself
as a linear
phase shift. The coherence function is defined as

0

I-&(f) S

1(dimensionless).

(1.20)

This functionconstitutesapowerfulindicator
of the
strength of the relation between the input signal and output responseofarandomlyexcitedphotoacoustic/phois the
tothermal system. A veryusefulrelatedfunction
coherent output power spectrum

This function is a measure of the output power spectrum
caused by the input excitation in the presence of noncoherent noise. The ability of the randomly excited system
to respond to the input signal frequency spectrum
is determined by the complex transfer function (or frequer‘cy-

B. Time-Delay-Domain Method and its Advantages for
Dynamic System Measurements
In the previous section the time domain
unit impulse
responsefunction h(7) wasdefined tobethecomplex
Fourier transform of the transfer function H(f ) of a photothermal wave system excitedby white noise, i.e., a truly
stationary random input signal. From (1.27) we can write:

5

m

H(f) =

h(7) e-?*ifr d7.

(1.28)

-W

This equation shows that a precise determination of the
frequency response function of a system is intimately related to, and strongly dependent upon, the experimenter’s
abilitytomeasureaccuratelytheunitimpulseresponse
function of the system. This requirement, in turn, presupposes the use of wideband random noise as the excitation
source with theoretical frequency content from DC to infinity. Such an excitation source function would be char-
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acterized by a Dirac-delta-function-type autocorrelation
(1.30)
function R,,(T), andaconstantone-sidedautospectral
densityfunction G,,(f) in the timeandfrequencydowhere rR(oi)is a group time delay in the classical wave
mains,respectively [7]. Real experimental systems canmechanical sense and expresses the relative time shift of
not, of course, generate purely random signals. Random
instantaneous signal frequency components u i= 27r- adnoisegeneratingdevices(e.g.,BruelandKjaerModel
to a reference frequency [ IS]; and q ' ~ ~ ( wis, ) the injacent
1405) tend to generate pseudorandom signals, i.e., bandstantaneous
signal phase angle. Using the minimum transit
limited(wideband or narrowband)noise.Mostrealistic
(1.30), the rate of change of the phase antime
condition
wideband random noise generators suffer from limited dygle
namicrangepropertiesandrequiresophisticatedmeasurement equipment. The obvious alternative is the cord4i(t)
- - - -- d+i dui
(1.31)
responding
time
domain
method,
i.e., pulsed
laser
dt
duidt
excitation in the case of photothermal wave systems. This
technique has been used extensively in recent years [ S ] , is seen to involve the instantaneous signal frequency de[9]. From the point-of-view of system frequency response pendence on time, a concept incompatible with conventhis method has the advantage of minimizing the required tional Fourier transform theory, where the variables fret aretakentorepresentphysical
measurement time, but also suffers somewhatin measure- quency f andtime
phenomena
in
two
mathematical
domains, which are Fou[lo]. Anotherpotential
mentdynamicrangeproperties
(1.30) and
rier
transforms
of
each
other.
Nevertheless,
disadvantage of the pulsed laser method is the possibility
(1.31)
show
that
as
long
as
of material damage by the high energy fluxes deliveredby
the laser to the latter, which may rob a time-domain photothermal wave technique of its attractive nondestructive
(1.32)
features.
Very recently [6], [ 1l], [ 121 Mandelis et al. introduced
the effective duration of a transmitted pulse will be mintheconcept of a photoacoustic/photothermal excitation
minimum phase
imized. This network has been called a
anddetectiontechniqueintermediatebetweentimeand
system [19]. Theminimization
of thepulseduration
frequency domains. This technique is similar to the fre(width) thus results in an extended transfer function (i.e.,
quency modulation (FM) of communications systems. It
its Fourier transform, see (1.28)) dynamic range, a feawas introduced by Heyser [ 131 in 1967 in the field of
ture exploited in the recent work by Mandelis et al. [l l],
acoustical measurements of loudspeakers and was named
[12]. A minimum phase system can be shown to be a lintimedelayspectrometry(TDS)
by thesameauthor.
ear phase system [14], i.e.
Through its implementation and long-term usein acoustic
engineering, TDS has been shown to outperform any other
dm, (r)ldr = constant.
(1.33)
timeselectivetechniquewithrespecttonoiserejection
This implies that a sweep input signal can be any function
and nonlinearity suppression from measurements of sysof time X(r) modulated between two extreme deviation
tems with linear behavior [14]. The TDS technique,which
frequencies such that the instantaneous value of the freis based on alinearfrequencysweep
of theexcitation
quency-like quantity
is given by [ 131
[ 151, [ 161. It has
function, is akin to chirp modulation
been specifically compared to the impulse response transformation
and
the
wideband
(pseudo)
random-noise
methods and has been proven to have superior measureIn (1.34) Af = f2 - fi is the carrier signal modulation
ment dynamic range properties [lo]. The reason for the
f, = (f2 + f , ) / 2 is theaveragecarrierfrebandwidth,
excellentdynamicrangecharacterizingTDScanbe
quency,
and
T is the total sweep period.
understood in regarding the measurement system to which
The
sweep
rate S is defined as the time derivativeof the
thefrequency-sweptsignal is applied as atransmission
frequency-like
quantity J ( r ) :
line. An important parameter of such a systemis the total
time delay T~ required for the transmission of information
(1.35)
from the input to its output. Primary consideration, therefore, must be given to minimizing the effective duration
of a transmitted pulse. A relevant measure of this duration S is independent of time, a general featureof linear sweep
modulationsystemsthatresultsdirectlyfrom
the linear
is TD, the second moment of the power of the impulse
dependence on time of ( l .34). Assuming the excitation
response h(7) about a suitably chosen origin T~ [14]:
function to be a cosinusoidal carrier wave[lo], [ 131, [ 141,
m
a time-delay photothermal system input will be given by
TD =
min
T2(h(7- 7 O ) l 2 d7 . (1.29) (Fig. 2)

x.((t)

(S

- - m < ~ ~ < m

-m

)

It can be shown [l71 that T, is minimized when

W ) =

4 0 cos

Wi(t)l

where A ( t ) is the amplitude modulation

(1.36)
(AM) function,
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SECONDS

p-T

give the frequency bandwidth of the Fourier transformof
the input signal.
The signal generated using the linearly swept wave
X(t)
of (1.38) is a special case of the more general class of
phase-angle-modulated systems [22]. In this context the
time-delayphotothermalexcitationcanberegarded
as
similartoafrequencymodulated(FM)wave,withthe
time integral of the applied swept wave

1-

Fig. 2. Theoretical frequency-swept signal 113).

g)

m([)= 2 n
qdq
(1.42)
usually chosen to be constant. Takingt , to bea time delay
commencing at the initiationof the input signal [203, i.e.,
in (1.37) acting as the FM wave modulating thebaseband
fg = r in (1.32), we find upon integration:
(t)
signal f,. In either case the instantaneous frequency
isthesum of thetime-varyingcomponentandtheunmodulated carrier wave fc.

= ( T S ) t2

+ act + &

(1.37)

where & = + i ( 0 ) is the input phase at t = 0.
The experimental conditions chosen for photothermal
wave measurements are [ 1l], [l21 &, = 0 andf, = 0 and
&(T
St) = & ( S t ) , for 6t -, 0, where A is constant.
These correspond to a linear saw-tooth frequency sweep
between dc andf2 = fmax with multiple repetitions of the
T . Undertheseconditions,
sweepprocesseveryperiod
(1.36) can be conveniently written in the form [ 131

+

11. PSEUDORANDOM
TECHNIQUES
AND WINDOWING
IN
PHOTOTHERMAL WAVE SIGNAL GENERATION
Truly stationary random signals with a probability density function given by (1.9) (white noise) have the propertythattheirautocorrelationfunction
is aDiracdelta
function

R,(7) =

8(7).

(2.1)

Thispropertysuggeststhatthenoisecontainsequal
amounts of all frequencies, whichis unrealistic in practice
because it requires an infinite bandwidth. In general,
it
suffices tospecifythefrequency
band ofinterestand
within that band determine a level power spectrum. RanX(?)= X + ( t ) X-(t); 0 I c I T
(1.38)
dom-noise signals with a finite bandwidth can be generated by physical means, such as the noise obtained from
where
the random behavior of gaseous discharges of semiconductormaterials 1231. These physicalmethodssuffer,
however,fromtheirunrepeatablebehavior,
whichimplies
very
long
sampling
time
intervals
to
establish
small
and
variancevalues.Theundesirabledisadvantageoflong
A
by use ofa repeated
X - @ ) = - exp [-i(nS?
act)]. (1.39b) computational times can be overcome
2
pattern of randomnoisehavingapredeterminedpower
is
spectrum and amplitude probability distribution. This
It can be shown [l31 that the frequency swept signal
defined as pseudorandom noise. The probability density
component functions exp [+_i(nS?)]in (1.39) can be exof such pseudorandom signals can be made very close to
panded in conventional Fourier series
of
theGaussian(1.9).Inperformingspectralanalysis
m
pseudorandom signals, a serious problem is that of leakexp [ + i ( ~ ~ t 2 >=1 C C,' eiNwd
(1.40) age due to the
finite frequency interval. Leakage is a result
n = -m
of the inability of the analysis to recognize harmonic comwith [6], [ 131
ponents whose periods are not integer factors of the preI /2
determined frequency bandwidth. Such components must
be eliminated as much as possible. Another problem appearswiththelargevariancesofautospectraldensity
[C(Wm,X)
iS(~ma31 exp[ T ~ ( N U , ) * / ~ ~ S I functions computed from the numerical Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation function
(1.13). To mini( I .41)
mize the variance it is necessary to carry out some averwhere C(x) and S(x) are the Fresnel cosine and sine inteagingoperation(smoothingout)usuallythroughapregrals [21], respectively, and wo -= 27rlT.
selected weighting function. Furthermore, a trade-off beThe importance of the Fourier expansions in (1.40) and tween increasing the spectral widthof the weighting func(1.41) lies in that they enable the experimenter to deter- tion which decreases the variance, and an increasing demine analytically the frequency coptent
of the swept wave greeofbiasing
of thecomputedspectrumexists.
A
C ; , whichultimately
alongwiththeweightingfactors
compromise smoothing window, which reduces variance

+

+

*

w(n1

0

Rectangulor

i
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W

-20

-

c

o e-

-40

-60
P

=

m

R

N -1

0

N-l

-BO

-100

n

2

::l
-60

(9

(C)

Fig. 3. (a) Commonly used windows for FIR filter design. (b)-(f, Fourier
transforms of these windows: (b) Rectangular. (c) Bartlett (triangular).
(d) Hanning. (e) Hamming. (f) Blackman [24].

without overbiasing the spectral features and can also suppress leakage is usually imposed during the spectral analysis of pseudorandom noise excitated systems. The most
commonwindowsavailablefor,andusedwith,photothermal wave systems are finite impulse response (FIR)
filters. These are linear windows designed to obtain a finite-durationimpulseresponse
sequence.Examplesof
some commonly used FIR filters are shown in Fig. 3.
In
this figure W(e'") is the transfer function of the window
3) Hanning:
[24] :

where N is the total number 'of samples of the Fourier
transform taken experimentally ( N = 5 1 in Fig. 3). The
various windows are definedby their finite duration shape
w(n) in the time domain as follows [25].
1) Rectangular:
w(n) = 1,

2) Bartlett:

0

In 5

N - 1.

(2.3b)

(2.3~)
4) Hamming:

~ ( n =) 0.54 - 0.46

COS

O I n I N - l .

(2.3a)
(2.3d)
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I

Fig. 4. A maximum-length linear shift register [26].

5 ) Blackmann:
~ ( n=) 0.42 - 0.5

COS

)l : :(

O S ~ S N - l
1000

500

0

(2.3)
For FIR and other linear windowsof pseudorandom input
signals it can be shown [26] that

Syy(f) = lW(f>l2 U f )
(2.4)
i.e., the output power spectrum
S y y ( f ) is determined upon
multiplication of the input power spectrum S,(f) by the
square of the absolute value of the filter transfer function.
It is due to (2.4) that signal filtering can take place during
spectral processing. There are, however, some disadvantages to linear filtering [27].
Themostwidelyused
digitalpseudorandomtechniques in photothermal wave applications to-date, are derivedfrompseudorandombinarysequences(PRBS).
These sequences are generated as two level signals using
shift register techniques [26], [28], [29]. The most popular PRBS in photoacoustics has been one based on maximum-length sequences (m-series) [30], for which N = 2“
- 1, where N is an odd integer and
n is an arbitrary integer. An example of the shift register corresponding to
an m-series is shown in Fig. 4. The sequence is generated
by theshiftregisterofdegree
n = 4, whosefeedback
logic is the parity check function on the positions x3 and
x4. In Fig. 4 this function is denoted by 8 and is known
as the mod 2 sum function given by the truth table:

1HK)

Frequency I Hz

Fig. 5 . An m-series PRBS with repetition period N = 127 corresponding
to a shift register of degree 7 (127 = 2’ - l ) , as well as the silhouette
of the photoacoustic mechanical chopper and input one-sided autospectral density $(W) = G , , ( f ) . The chopper cut-outs correspond to the indicated sequence 1301.
Chopper

I

.

PhDlOlCOUStK

I

Fig. 6. Block diagram showing the measuring apparatus for cross-correlationphotoacousticspectroscopy. PRBS opticalexcitationcan be induced monochromatically as shown (“first kind”), or with a broadband
light source, e.g. a Xenon lamp (“second kind”) [30].

= 5 and pseudo-period N = 31 was used by Kat0 et al.
[31] to fabricate a mechanical chopper. A more complex
light chopper with N = 127 and n = 7 was subsequently
used by Sugitani et al. [30] and is shown in Fig. 5 . These
mechanical choppers were used with a photoacoustic apparatus similar to conventional frequency domain photoacousticspectroscopy [39], withtheexceptionthatan
m o d 2 sum 0 l
analog cross-comelator and a time-delay device (a microcomputer)
replaced the lock-in detection (Fig. 6). An ex0
0 1
perimental
apparatus
utilizingPRBSlightmodulation,
1
1 0
such as the one shown in Fig. 6, exhibits the following
If the initial state of the shift register is
1 0 0 0 (reading properties 1331: 1) the signal intensity Io has only two levfrom left to right), then the succession of states will be:
els (on Io; off 0) and may switch from one level to the
[ l 0 0 01, [O 1 0 01, [O 0 1 01, [l 0 0 l], [l 1 0 01, otheronlyat time intervals t = 0 , X , 2X, * * . ; 2) the
[O 1 l o ] , [ l 0 l l], [O 1 0 l], [l 0 101,[l 1 0 I], PRBS is a deterministic sequence because it is predeter[l 1 I O ] , [ l 1 1 l], [0 1 1 l], [0 0 1 l], [0 0 0 l], and mined whether the signal will change level at any partic[l 0 0 01. The shift register output (the last position
of ularinterval by the construction of the chopper; 3) the
each state) will thus be
PRBS pseudo-period To is given by To = Nh, where N is
an odd integer; 4) in any one pseudo-period To, there are
000100110101111
(2.5)
i ( N + 1) intervals at one level and : ( N - l ) intervals at
repeating periodically with period 15 ( N = 15). The thus the other level; 5 ) the autocorrelation function R,,(T) is
formed m-series PRBS can be used to modulate the excit- triangularwith a base-width equal to two sampling peing light beam intensity
in a photoacoustic experiment.
riods (Fig. 7): it thus represents an approximation to the
The first such sequence from a shift register of degree n ideal Dirac delta function required for a flat autospectral
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Fig. 7 . Autocorrelation function of a PRBS signal [23]

density (Wiener theorem, (1.13)). Mathematically, however,an
m-series PRBS remainsquitedifferentfrom
purelywhitenoise,
its distributionprobabilitydensity
given by the binomial distribution function due to the existence of two discrete signal levels 1, and 0, and the fact
that these levels are mutually exclusive:
P(X)

=

N!
[yl
X!(N - X ) ! 2

+

;)lX

[;(l

-

(2.6)
where P ( X ) is the probability density that the signal will
be in the “on” state exactly X times during one pseudoperiod of a PRBS chopper. The .probability that at any
time interval the signal will be “on” is

2

1
p = -(N
2

+ 1)/N =

-

(

1

it->

+- .

-60

(2.7)
0

1

2

3

4

5

Frequency kHz

Theappendixlists asimpleFortranprogramforthe
(b)
generation of an m-series PRBS with a specific example
Fig.
8
.
(a)
Pseudorandom
noise
generated
by thelinearcongruential
for n = 9 and N = 511 (= 29 - 1 ) . Itappearstobe
method. (b) One-sided autospectral density function (power spectrum)
mechanicallyawkward tofabricate PRBS choppersfor
of (a) P I .
photoacoustic applications using shift registers of degree
larger than five. If such a seriesis desirable, acoustooptic
where
or electrooptic modulators are a far better choice. Kirkm modulus, m > 0;
bright et al. [34] appear to be the first group of investia multiplier, 0 Ia 5 m;
gators who reported using acoustooptic modulation of the
c
increment, 0 Ic 5 m; and
PRBS
intensity of a Krypton ion laser from an internal
X, startingvalue, 0 5 X , Im.
generator of a signal processor (Solartron Model 1200)
in
photoacousticapplications.Mandelis
et al. [l21 used a
Thus the sequence obtained when m = 10 and X, = a =
similar idea in a photothermal beam deflection application c = 7 i s 7 , 6 , 9 , 0 , 7 , 6 , 9 , 0 ,
. Thegenerated
with a home-made PRBS voltage generator.
sequences
are
only
pseudorandom,
forming
periods
Coufal er al. [5], [35], [36] have applied multiplex ex(“loops”) of numbers which are repeated endlessly. This
citation methods to photoacoustic imaging applications.
property is common to all sequences of the general form
Some of these methods involve very interesting spatial
X,, + = f(X,,) [38]. The crucial step in (2.8) is finding
Hadamard [35] andspatialFourier [36] transformations “good” values for the number m, which should be rather
of signals obtained by sample excitation through special
large, since the period can have at
most m elements. A
surface masks. These spatial transform methods will
not complete discussion of the proper choicesof the modulus
be discussed further in this article which is entirely con- and the multiplier for fast pseudorandom sequence gencerned with time and frequency-domain multiplexing of
eration can be found in [38]. Furthermore, other imporpseudorandom excitation signals. Coufal [5], [37] used a tant random number generating schemes suchas quadratic
randomnumber sequencegeneratedbythelinearconcongruential methods, additive number generators and the
gruentialmethod [38] toexcitephotoacousticandphocombination of random number generators are also distothermal signals in solids. Fig. 8 shows the resulting ran- cussed in somedepth by Knuth.The intensity trace of
dom signal and its one-sided autospectral density function. Fig. 8(a) can thus be understood considering that Coufal
The linear congruential method produces linear congruen- [5], [37] used acoustooptic modulation of a He-Ne laser
tial sequences of random numbers ( X , ) by setting
beam, so that the intensity modulation amplitude was pree

.

.

,

X,,,

, = (ax, + c ) mod ( m ) ,

n 2 0

(2.8)

sumably proportional to the value

of arandomnumber
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generated by the linear congruential sequence at a specific
instant.
111. PHOTOACOUSTIC
AND PHOTOTHERMAL
APPLICATIONS
OF PSEUDORANDOM
OPTICAL

EXCITATION
PROCESSES
A . Non-spectroscopicApplications
0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
Mostpseudorandomopticalexcitationphotoacoustic
Delay time r/mS
nonspectroscopic studies to-date have focused on thermal
imaging applications and the determinationof thermal pa- Fig. 9. Cross-correlationfunctions C ( T )= R,,(T)from sheets of polyethylene films coated on a glass plate sprayed with blue paint, Film thickrameters of materials. Sugitani et al. [30] used the m-seness: A = 0 pm; B = 30 pm; and C = 60 pm (301.
ries PRBS mechanical chopper of Fig. 5 with the experimentalapparatusshown
in Fig. 6 to studylayered
structures, such as glass plates covered with various coatings. Fig. 9 is a sequence of numerically computed crosscorrelationfunctions C(7) = R,&7) (see (1.12)) from
samples with polyethylenecoatingsofvaryingthicknesses. These authors named the monochromatic probing
l
i
-74
0
74
of layeredstructuresvia
PRBS photoacousticspectrosDELAY TIME (ms)
copy “correlation spectra of the first kind.” Excitation of
these materials was induced
by a 50 mWHe-Ne laser.
The polyethylene films were transparent at 632.8 nm and
”
g
the observed variable peak delay time 70 was interpreted
as a thermal diffusion delay time for the energy absorbed
g -50by the painted glass to appear at the surface of the films.
(b)
Theshape ofthecurvesandthebroadeningwithin0
1000
2000
as themathematical
creasedthicknesswereidentified
FREOUENCY (Hz)
equivalent of the impulse response function for the
system. Theoretically, the interpretation
of the cross-corre- Fig. 10. Autocorrelation function (a) and one-sided autospectral density
function (b) of an m-sequence PRBS chopper identical to the one prelationfunction R,Ty(7)as the impulse response
h(7) of a
sented in Fig. 5 [39].
randomly excited system can
be justified under a rather
stringentcondition [6]: substituting (1.22) into (1.27)
gives
I

-

K

I

A comparison of (3.1) to the cross-correlation function,
given by the Fourier transform of S,,(f) in (1.23):

3

nm

R J ~ ) =

-m

s,.(f> e2nifr df

(3.2)

shows clearly that the cross-correlation function is equal
to the unit impulse response of the system only
in the special event of a uniform auto-spectrum of the input function X t ) , i.e., only if

5.0

l

* * *

1 ’ .
0

30

60

90
120
Thicknsrslpm

150

Fig. 11. Peak delay time 7,) v s . thickness from sheets of polyethylene films
coated on a glass plate sprayed with blue paint [30].

time of the
(3.2‘) purely heat diffusive process the peak delay
photoacoustic
impulse
response
is
expected
to
be proporThe above equation is strictly valid when the autocorreto
the
square
of
the
film
thickness
E
when
the film
tional
lation function of the input is a Dirac delta function. Fig.
[40]:
is
transparent
to
the
exciting
radiation
5 shows theexperimentalautospectraldensityfunction
(power spectrum) ofthe mechanical chopperused by Sug(3.3)
itani et al. Fig. 10 also shows the inputautocorrelation
and one-sided autospectral density function of a chopper
identical to the one in Fig. 5 1391. In both figures the non- where e,, eh are the thermal effusivities of the film and its
flat power spectra and the broadened autocorrelation spike backing, respectively, and cy, is the thermal diffusivity of
1 1 is theexperimentalfunctionaldepenin Fig. 10 indicate that caution should be exercised in the thefilm.Fig.
interpretation of curvessuch as those of Fig. 9. For a dence between 7 0 and 1 for the various polyethylene film
S,,(f)

=

1.
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0 VINYL
A POLYETUYLENE
0 MICA

Thickness/rm

Fig.12.Peakdelaytimesvs.thicknessfromvinyl,polyethylene,mica,
and silica glass films coated on a backing plate sprayed with paint acting
as a thermal resistance [41].

thicknesses measured by Sugitani et al. [30]. It is apparent from this figure that 70 depends on some power b of
1, b > 1 . Fig. 12 showssimilarresultsobtainedfrom
essentiallythe samephotoacousticsystem
as shownin
Fig. 6 by Uejima et al. [41]. These curves were numerically fitted, using the methodof least squares, to the equation

where a, b, and c are constants to be determined by the
fit.Satisfactoryagreementbetweentheglassdataand
(3.4) was reported for the following set of parameters: a
= 4 x lo5, b = 1.33, and c = 0.65, using the measured
valueforthethermaldiffusivity
cy, = 6.0 X
cm2/s.
The authors invoked the effect to thermal contact resistance between the sample and backing, a space occupied
by the sprayed paint on the backing, in order
to explain
the b = 1.33 power dependence of 70 on l. They further
developedaone-dimensionalheatconductionmodel,
which gave satisfactory fits to the data curves upon adjustment of the interfacial thermal contact resistance values.
Blackbody photoacoustic correllograms generated with
an m-series PRBS optical excitation have been studied in
some detail due to their importance as a system response
reference. In the early work by Kato et al. [31] and Sugitani ef al. [30], the cross-correlation function between the
of carbon
input optical and output photoacoustic signals
blackwasrecordedandfoundtoexhibitconsistentlya
non-zero peak delay time 70. Taking into account that 70
> 0 cannot be attributed to thermal diffusion processes,
since light absorption and conversionto heat is essentially
a surface process for carbon black, a certain amount of
speculation has appeared in the literature. For their N =
31, n = 5 PRBS chopper, Kat0 et al. [31] attributed 70 to
the sample
the time lag between a heat pulse generation at
surface and the attainment of the highest air pressure
in
the volume of the photoacoustic cell. These authors observed that 7o = 2 ms was independent of the carbonblack
grain size and fitted the decay profile of Rxy(7)to the ex~ ] a, fitting value
ponential function exp [ - ( 7 - ~ ~ ) / 7with
of 7 R = 6 ms. They also attributed the probable origin of

Delay hrne r / m s

Fig. 13. Cross-correlation function C(7) = R , ( T ) of photoacoustic signals
from a carbon black sample, using a 127-bit ( A ) and 31-bit (B)chopper
rotated at 396 rpm. (421.

0

1

2

3

4

5

Delay Isme + / m s

Fig. 14. Cross-correlation function C(7) = R , , ( 7 ) of photoacoustic signals
from the same carbon black sample, recordedwith a 127-bit PRBS chopper at rotational speeds of 180 rpm ( A ) ; 420 rpm ( B ) ; 780 rpm (C): and
1800 rpm (D)1421

the grain-size independent 7 R to the cooling characteristics of the inner-cell gas. Sugitani et al. [30] made similar
observations regarding the grain-size independence of 70
in correllograms obtained with an N = 127, n = 7 PRBS
chopper. Inthis case, however, ro = 0.46 ms.Sugitani
andUejima [42] furtherstudiedthedependenceofthe
photoacoustic
cross-correlation
function
from
carbon
black on the periodNand the rotational speed of thePRBS
chopper. Their findings are shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
Similar trends to those of Fig. 14 were also observed
by Mandelis and Dodgson [43] with slightly different r0
valuesfromthose
of SugitaniandUejima
[42], which
were attributed to the somewhat different experimental and
dataprocessingapparatus.MandelisandDodgsonpresentedaone-dimensionaltheoreticalheatconduction
model of the pseudorandom photoacoustic signal and calculated the expected peak delay time ro of the cross-correlation function for a blackbody. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of the theory with experimental data from
100percent India ink with an N = 127, n = 7 PRBS chopper
[44]. The substantial discrepancy between the two curves
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Fig. 16. PRBS spectrometer impulse response peak delay time dependence
on photothermal beam deflection probe beam offset above a blackbody
(anodized aluminum) surface [ 121.

Tune Delay (Milliseconds)

Fig. 15. Experimental(dash-triangleline)andtheoretical(dash-circle)
photoacoustic cross-correlation from 100-percent India ink 1441.

demonstrates quantitatively the nonthermal diffusion originoftheone-dimensionalblackbodycross-correlation
peak delay time. Mandelis and Dodgson
1431 suggested
that the observed discrepancy regarding the value of 70 is
due to the experimental apparatus itself, notably the rolloff in themicrophonefrequencyresponseabove
10
l
2
3
kHz, which coincided with the earliest measurable crossL q (Frnquexy !Hz)
correlation delay times 7. A qualitative consideration of
the RC time constantof the microphone (7Rc = 30 ms for Fig. 17. Transfer function of a thermally thin carbon loaded polymethyl
methacrylate ( P M M A ) used as a test sample, determined from the frethe 1/8” B&K condenser microphone model 4138) tended
quency domain data generated by noise modulation of the incident light
intensity [S].
to raise the theoretical 70 of Fig. 15 above the zero level
and toward the peak of the experimental curve. The above
of 1.4 X
cm2/s.Theessendiscussion shows that it is desirable to obtain better delay withthepublishedvalue
time resolution in PRBS photoacoustics, a fact which can tially linear (albeit with a somewhat large scatter) depenobbe most easily achieved usinga large period N modulator dence of 70 on x i and the reasonable value for aHzO
tained
from
Fig.
16
indicate
that
elimination
of
bandwith broadband photoacoustic detection transducers other
et al. limitedresponsedetectiondevicesisnecessaryforthe
than the gas-coupled microphone cell. Kirkbright
[34], [45] used PRBS acoustooptic modulation employing correct interpretation of data, such as the data agreement
the PRBS signal generated in a digital signal analyzer(So- with a simple heat conduction mechanism. Coufal [5] had
similar success in interpreting the random noise transfer
lartronInstruments Ltd., UK, Model1200).Unfortunately, these authors used a conventional gas-coupled mi- function H ( f ) of carbon loaded poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) films deposited on a wide-bandwidth pyrocrophonephotoacousticcell,whichtendstoreducethe
electric thin-film calorimeter[46], [47] in termsofthe
highfrequencyresponseandmechanicalnoise-freeadRosencwaig-Gersho model [48] (See Figs. 17 and 18).
vantagebuiltintotheacoustoopticmodulationoflaser
Kirkbright and Miller [45] performed a careful study of
beams,duetotheband-limitedmicrophoneresponse.
Very recently Mandelis et al. [l21 performed the first re- the depth-profiling capabilities of PRBS photoacoustics by
measuring
the
cross-correlation
function’s
delay-time
ported
m-series
PRBS
photothermal
beam
deflection
(PDS)experimentsusingahomemade
PRBS waveform dependence of photoexcited two- and three-layered samgenerator programmed with N = 127, n = 7 sequence to ples consisting of thin polyester films coated on the back
modulate the 1.06pm beam from a 2W Nd3+ : YAG laser surface with black ink and subsequently mounted onto a
card substrate. Some of the samples were further coated
through an acoustooptic modulator. The expanded laser
beam was used to excite thermal waves in a blackbody in on the front surface with a thin layer of red pigment. The
contact with water, and the He-Ne probe laser beam dephotoacoustic responses under different excitation linesof
flection was monitored through a gigahertz-bandwidth de- a Krypton ion laserfor the three-layered system are shown
tector consisting of a pinhole and photodiode
in series. in Fig. 19. The sharp peak of curve A exhibited at early
70 times is indicative of the presence of the pigment, which
Fig. 16 shows the impulse response peak delay time
vs. the square of the probe beamoffset xo. The data were absorbs strongly the 568-nm radiation; the relatively weak
660A Dual-Channel FFT Ana- amplitude of the first peak shown in curve B under 647obtainedwithaNicolet
is aweakablyzer. From the slope the thermaldiffusivity of water was nm excitationindicatesthatthepigment
calculated and was found to be in reasonable agreement sorber at that wavelength, while the second broad peak

-
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Fig. 18. Transfer function of a PMMA sample showing the transition from
thermally thin to thermally thick in the frequency range probed by the
noise modulation of Fig. 8(a) (51.
1250

0
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Fig. 20. Cross-correlationphotoacousticimaging
of model sample (see
text) obtained with a N = 255, n = 8 PRBS chopper. The delay times
are fixed at (a) 0.5 ms; (b) 3 . 8 m ; and (c) 4 . 3 ms [ 5 0 ] .
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Fig. 19. Cross-correlationiimpulseresponsefunctionforathree-layer
sample consisting of an absorbing substrate, 50 wm of polyester film,
and a thin top layer of red pigment: Photoacoustic response obtained by
using ( A ) the Kr' 568 nm (yellow-green) laser line and ( B ) the 647 nm
(red) laser line [45].

remained essentially unaffected. This latter peak was asis an
sociated with the substrate black ink layer, which
equallystrongabsorberofbothwavelengths.Fig.
19
demonstratestheimportantpointthatfrequencymultiplexedphotoacousticmethodscanyielddepth-selective
information along a time-delay axis. This kind of information can, in principle, also be obtained via dispersive
techniques such as lock-in detection upon measurement
of the signal phase angle [49]. The time required for the
acquisitionofsimilaramountsofinformationis,however, considerably longer than the multiplexed technique.
Furthermore, Kirkbright and Miller pointed out that the
dispersive methods cannot resolve signals from thermal
sources (e.g., defects) overlapping spatially. The significance of plotssuch as Fig. 19 lies in the simplicity of
on we
their interpretation as impulse responses. Earlier
discussed the theoretical conditions under which a crosscorrelation function may be interpreted as an impulse response measurement. Kirkbright and Miller [45] verified
this equivalence for their multilayered measurements
by
comparingthesampleresponseto
a singleshortpulse
from the internal impulse generatorof their Solartron 1200
signalanalyzer to thecross-correlationfunction,and
showing that the two pulse profiles were essentially iden-

tical undertheirexperimentalconditions.Sugitaniand
Uejima [50]recently applied PRBS photoacoustics to patternrecognition in astructurewhereapolyvinylidene
chloride film with a pattern (the letter Y) was superposed
over a base of the same material with a different pattern
(acircle).Betweenthetwosheets
athirdunpatterned
polyvinylidene chloride sheet was inserted, and the comof
posite structure was scanned with the 632.8-nm beam
a20-mW(minimumpower)He-Nelaser.Theresults
shown in Fig. 20 demonstrate the
depth-profiling abilities
of PRBS photoacoustics via the characteristic correspondence between depth fixing and delay-time fixing. Kirkbright et al. [34] obtained subsurface defect information
in aluminumviaasimilarsurfacelinescantechnique
using a Kr' ion laser.
Very recently [5 l ] , Miller presented a one-dimensional
digital model based onthe discretization of time and space
coupled with a finite difference approximation to the heat
diffusion equation

The above equation was expressed
form :

in a finite difference

where A T, is the fractional temperature change due
to heat
transfer forthejth element of a phase. Heat transfer across
inhomogeneous interfaces was calculated using [52]

T - I)

(3.7)
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Fig. 2 I . Simulation of the photoacoustic impulse response for (a) an opaque
sample and (b) a two-layer absorbing system. The model results arein
agreement with experimental response characteristics with a discrepancy
in the absolute value of the peak delay time [SI].

Wavelength/m
(a)

where i is the space element containing the boundary between regions (a) and (b). Fig. 21 (a) shows simulations
of the photoacoustic impulse response for an opaque sample. Fig. 21(b) shows simulations from
a two-layer absorbing system. This model, based on purely heat diffusional processes, appears to have the potential for much
PRBS photoacoustic
needed
quantitative
analysis
of
depth-profiling signals from samples with spatially variable thermal diffusivities. It predicts, however, system response factors2-4 times faster than the experimental data
and thus shares this common characteristic with the analytical spectroscopic model developed by Mandelis and
Dodgson [43]. Miller [5 l ] has recognized the need for the
incorporation of the microphone transfer function to the
model for quantitative comparisons,
as was pointed out
earlierintheTimeDomaininvestigations
by Mandelis
and Royce [53].
700
600
500
400
300nm
Inconclusion,itappearsatthistimethatthedepthWaveler?g%h/rm
profiling abilities of PRBS photoacoustics have been dem(b)
onstrated with definite advantages over frequency-domain
Fig. 22. (a) Ordinary photoacoustic spectra of spinach leaf wlth the cuticle
dispersive methods, primarily in terms of time savings in
intact ( A ) and without the cuticle (B).(b) Cross-correlation photoacoussignal acquisition and simplicity of interpretation of imtic spectra of the whole leaf of spinach at fixed delay times: 7{, = 0.15
ms ( A ) ; T~ = 6.0 ms (B)(311.
pulseresponsedata.Signal-to-noiseratios
(SNR) com[45]. When
parable to lock-in detection have been claimed
compared to single pulse response in a single experiment, the underlayer obtained at some predetermined delay time
the PRBS impulse response exhibited an order of magni- TD of the cross-correlation function, upon comparison with
tude higher SNR [45]; however, the single pulse method
the(known)frequency-domainphotoacousticspectrum
corresponding to the underlayer in question. Historically,
has the advantage of minimizing the required measurement time [ lo], [45].
Sugitaninamedthismodeofcross-correlationphotoacoustics “spectra of the second kind” [30]. Fig. 22 demB. SpectroscopicApplications
onstrates the general features of the technique
[31]: the
The majority of spectroscopic applications using pseu- photoacoustic spectra of Fig. 22(a) were taken with a condorandom optical excitation to-date has appeared
in ef- ventional frequency-domain gas-coupled microphone apparatus using a spinach leaf with the cuticle intact (curve
forts to identify different chemical species lying at some
A ) ; and the leaf without the cuticle (curve
B). The prodepth from a sample surface. The identification, mostly
350 nm of curve A is indicative
qualitative, is performed through the spectral signature of nounced absorption at
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Fig. 24. Cross-correlationiimpulseresponse photoacoustic data for a mablue. The
trix of polyvinylchlorideheavilydopedwithbromothymol
sample was planar and approximately 1 mmin thickness. (a) Isometric
projection. (b) Contour map [39].

-

(b)

Fig. 23. Isometric projections of cross-correlation photoacoustic data obtainedfrom(a)wholelettuceleafand
(b) fromawholelettuceleaf
sprayed with dilute sulphuric acid (pH = 3) (acid rain) [54].

jection,” is shown in Fig. 23. The juxtaposition of these
surfaces gives information about surface reactions: In the
healthy leaf of Fig. 23(a), a strong UV absorption arising
of the protection to the leaf body from UV radiation pro- from the surface cuticle and a long-wavelength absorption
band arising from the chlorophyll is evident. The latter
vided by the overlaying cuticle. The large absorptions at
around 470 nm and 670 nm observed in curve B are due band is broad, as the chlorophyllis held by the subsurface
to the use of solar energy by the exposed leaf for carrying cells in a number of different chemical environments. The
out its photosynthetic processes. Fig. 22(b), curve A , is a effect of simulated acid rain (sulphuric acid at pH
= 3)
PRBS spectrum of the whole leaf with the cuticle intact after overnight exposure and attackof the cell membranes
at the fixed delay time T$) = 0.15 ms. At this early time is clear in Fig. 23(b): there is partial dissolution of the
the photoacoustic spectrum obtained reflected the spectral surface cuticle and rupture of the subsurface cells. These
events resulted in a diminution of the amplitude of the
features of a thin surface layer, with the cuticle charac350 nm) most pronounced. When
a cross-correlations/impulse responses in the UV region,
teristics (peak at
longer delay time T~ = 6.0 ms was considered, curve B , which were directly attributed to the chemical degradation
of the cuticle and subsurface cellular membranes. This
the spectral features of the underlying leaf become preeminent, with the resulting spectrum exhibiting a peak at degradation process was found to destroy the binding sites
470 nm and a broader peak at 670 nm. This example within the subsurface cells, thus rendering allof the plant
showsthedefinitemeritofpseudorandom-generated
chlorophyllchemicallyequivalent.Thisresulted
in a
spectra in offering depth-resolved information of different sharpening of the chlorophyll absorption feature having a
absorbing layers without the need to strip the surface layermaximum of -680 nm, together with the disappearance
as was the case with conventional frequency-domain photoof the absorption shoulder at 600 nm.
While the concept of isometric projections of the data
PRBS
acoustic spectroscopy.Similarapplications,with
optical excitationandscanning
thewavelengthrange,
had been previously introduced
by Sugitani et al. [30],
were subsequently reported using chromatophores such as Kirkbright et al. [39], [54] introducedanotheruseful
poinsettia leaves, whichconsist of a transparent epidermis methodofspectroscopicdatapresentation,namelya
layer and a mesophyll layer with chlorophyll cells
[30]. quantitative contour map of the data in which computerKirkbright et al. [39] further examined bulk-dyed polygenerated contours pass through pointsof equal amplitude
mer films of polyurethane acrylate and polyvinyl chloride Fig. 24:thisfigurereveals
somefeaturesotherwise
with and without surface coatings, lettuce and laburnum
masked in isometric projection surfaces. For instance, 1)
leaves [54] under conditions of exposure or not to Para- the absorption feature centered at 280 nm is more intense
than that at 412 nm and 2) the distribution of absorption
quat (a herbicide). These authors reported three-dimenthroughout the sample changes from band to band. It
is
sional spectra of cross-correlation amplitude vs. optical
wavelength with delay time along the third (depth) axis.
clear from the contour map that for the absorption peak at
An example of such a surface, called an “isometric pro- 560 nm, light penetrates more deeply into the sample than

-
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at the other absorption peaks. Recently, Uejima
et al. [55]
of
extendedthespectroscopicdepth-resolvingpower
PRBS-optical excitation-induced photoacoustic spectroscopy to the investigation of multilayer photographic color
reversal films. They used Fujichrome 100 color film with
essentially five layers: a protective layerA , 2.7 pm thick;
a yellow layer B , 7.2 pm; a magenta (red) layer C,4.5
pm; a cyan (blue) layer D , 4 . 5 pm; and a substrate filmbase layer E. By choosing the appropriate delay times of
their “second kind” cross-correlation spectra, these authors were able to demultiplex (resolve) the various spec,006
l
tral peaks due to the four layers A , B , C, and D. These
-.05
timekecs)
.l79
spectra, produced with 7D = 0.04 ms ( A ) , 0.4 ms ( B ) , 1.2
ms (C), and 2.4 ms ( D ) were found to be in qualitative Fig. 25. Cross-correlation functions from kinetic experiments with small
amounts of ink placed under a plastic film [ 5 6 ] .
agreement with conventional photoacoustic spectra taken
of each layer individually. This interesting application is
Incident Light
anexcellentdemonstrationofthewealthofdepth-reP.R.6.S Pulse Traln
solved data that can be obtained with the pseudorandom
technique nondestructively, a difficult or impossible task
for frequency-domain PAS due to 1) the large attenuation
x=-e
x=o
X=L
of bulk signals [32], [48] and poor SNR at high modula2) poorresolutionofoverlapping
(a)
tionfrequenciesand
spectralfeatures [49] suffered by thelock-indetection
technique.
A very recent and interesting applicationof the spectroscopic capabilities of cross-correlation/impulse response
PRBS photoacousticspectroscopytothemonitoring
of
time-dependentkineticphenomena
in physico-chemical
systems has been reported by Miller et al. [56]. In that
(b)
work PRBS intensity modulation of the 647-nm line of a Fig. 26. (a)One-dimensionalgeometry
of correlationphotoacoustic
Kr’ ion laser was effected using an acoustooptic modu(CPAS) sample cell fortheoreticalmodel. (b) Theoreticalnormalized
PRBS optical excitation wavetrain incident on the sample. Total number
lator producing a 127-bit sequence, which was provided
of pulses in sequence is N = 127; duration of thejth pulse i s AT, = T ~ ,. ,
by the waveform generator of a Prosser Scientific Instru- TZ, - 7 [431.
ments Ltd., UK, Model A08 correlator. The system used
less heat conduction to the backing material (a thermally
was a blue, solvent-based ink absorber in contact with a
of thepeak
thick[48]substrate).Theexcellentcontrol
transparent waterproof sealing plastic film (Parafilm by
delay time 70, which was shown in [56] to be intimately
Gallenkamp, UK), which allowed the underlying ink to
diffuse forward at a rate lowenough to allow several pseu- related to the chromophore diffusion rate toward the surdorandom measurements to be taken during the course of face, should allow a high degree of flexibility and quantitative analysis in future diffusion studies. With the exthe experiment with an average of 30-50 measurements
per time interval (20 to 35 S ) . Photoacoustic signal cross- ception of the recent work by Miller[5l], however, all of
the spectroscopic work discussed so far in this chapter is
correlations/impulseresponseswerecalculated
usinga
purelyqualitative;evenMiller’sfinitedifferenceapSolartron 1200 digital signal analyzer. Typical results are
shown in Fig. 25, which is a plot of 30 averages of the proach to the governing diffusion equation does not take
the effect of variable optical absorption coefficientsof macross-correlation functions from seven readings taken at
terials into account explicitly. The first attempt to bridge
three-minute intervals. It can be observed that the broad
to showthespectroscopicrelesecondary peak of the correllogram moves closer
to the thisanalyticalgapand
in a quantiprimarystationarypeakanditsrelativeamplitudeinvance of PRBS photoacoustic spectroscopy
et al. [43],[44].
creases with increasing time from the start of the experi- tativefashionwasmadebyMandelis
Theseauthorsdevelopedaone-dimensionaltheoretical
ment. This trend can be interpreted by an optical energy
model in which the cross-correlation function between a
absorption/thermal energy conversion mechanism at the
PRBS input waveform and the theoretical photoacoustic
subsurfacechromophore(ink)-surface filminterface:as
for condensedphase
the ink diffusesforward and closerto the surface, the ther- outputwasnumericallyevaluated
mal wave signal from the advancing interface responsible systems ofvariableopticalabsorptioncoefficients.The
modelsysteminvolvedthesolutionofheatdiffusion
for the photoacoustic response gradually shifts to earlier
delay times. as expected. The signal amplitude also
in- equations with a pseudorandom thermal forcing function
in
creases, as a larger fraction of the generated heat reaches F(t) in the absorbing sample of the geometry shown
For
the
important
special
case
of
photoacousFig.
26(a).
the approaching upper film surface, with proportionately
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tic detection at times short compared to the thermal dif- This theory was further tested experimentally using solid
(Ho203powders [43]) and liquids (inks of varfusiontimethrough
the volume of thephoto-materials
acoustic cell, and with a microphone transducer RC time iable concentration [44]). The apparatus used is shown in
constant 7Rc small compared to the earliest time at which
Fig. 27. The thermal diffusivity of Ho203powders was
signalswouldbedetectable,the
theoreticalcorrelationmeasuredusingwell-establishedfrequency-domainphophotoacoustic (CPAS) response voltage was found
to be toacoustic techniques 1571. These measurements showed
[43] :

VC 7 p )

5:

W P ) 7p
z[(C -

72,-1)/7@] - z [ ( C -

72,-2)/7p]

-l- z(0)

-a(t

-

72~-2)/7~],

7 2 ~ - 25

C 5 7x-1

X

The PRBS optical wavetrain input was expressed as (Fig.
26(b)):
N

W ) =

where

c$CO

j= I

,

In (3.8) the following definitions were made:

(3.10)

G is a constant dependent on microphone parameters;Y(0)
a 0 a constant dependent on sample parameters and linearl va in with theabsorptioncoefficient p; and 7p =
y ?rg
l l p as1s a thermal diffusion delay time from a depth in
0- l .
the sample equal to the optical absorption length
The input-output cross-correlation function
R,,

(7; T ~ =
)

lim - 2T
~

T

ST

F(t) V(t

-T

+ 7; T

~ dt
)

(3.1 1)

was calculated using the discretized formula 1331
RFW(7r; 7/3> =

RFV(7r;

7 ~ )

(3.12)

R~n(7r)

where R F W is the cross-correlation function in the presence of acoustic noise in
the system and RFV is the discretized cross-correlation function of interest
i-r

RFV(7r;

7/31

=

c

Fk
( J - r) , = l

V,,,

(3.13)

where
7,

(3.14)

= rfSR

and

r=0,1,2,

Q.

(3.15)

SR is the sampling rate used in the data acquisition routine, and Q is the number of cross-correlations calculated.
RFn is the input cross-correlation function with noise n(t).
As F(t) and n(t) are statisticallyindependentfromeach
other in the limit T -, W , it is expected that RFn 0, i.e.
-+

RW(7r; 70) = RFV(TA741,

T-+

(3.16)

that Ho203 powdersbehavedphotoacousticallyessentiallylike a one-dimensional continuous solid,
with the
added advantage of a large SNR due to the small size of
the powders. The effective optical absorption coefficient
@(X) of Ho203was then calculated using results from
a
recentwork [SS]. First, the conventional frequency-domain and PRBS-induced photoacoustic spectra were comparedbetween -410 nm and 520 nm,and they were
found to be identical within the standard deviation of the
apparatus (Fig. 28). This agreement indicates the absence
of anysignificantspectraldistortion
in the PRBS spectrum. Second, the predetermined optical absorption coefficient spectral profile p( A) was used as a numerical input
for 7 p in the theory of (3.8)-(3.15). The results are shown
in Fig. 29 at 8 nm resolution. Theagreementbetween
experiment and theory is very good except for the highest
0 values, and indicates that the theory as formulated
by
Mandelis and Dodgson can adequately describe the spectroscopic capabilities of CPAS. The departure of the theoretical curve from the data pointsat high P was attributed
to the difference between the valuesof p used in the model
and the actual rapidly changing with wavelength p values,
which could not be accurately determined with the 8-nmresolution spectrometer. It thusappearsthattheresults
the
PRBS-induced
photoobtained in [43] establish
acousticresponseas
aquantitativespectroscopic
technique. Fig. 30 shows spectroscopic results from the PRBS
apparatus of Fig. 27 using water-diluted India ink samples
with known optical absorption coefficients
at 632.8 nm.
The p range is broader than that calculatedfor Ho203[43].
The magnitude curve exhibits photoacoustic saturation at
high p and an essentially linear dependence of the PRBS
cross-correlation function peak magnitude of 0at low values of this parameter, in agreement with the RosencwaigGersho theory [48]. The peak delay time curve tends to
saturation for high 0 values too; this tendency is, however, more gradual than the peak magnitude and can be
compared to a frequency-domain analogous phenomenon
involving the saturation of photoacoustic amplitude and
phase 1591. The increase in 7o with decreasing /3 observed
in Fig. 30(b) is consistent with the longer thermal delay
time 78 required for heat produced in the bulk of the liquid
to reachthegas-liquid
interface atlongerabsorption
lengths /3 - I . The 0-dependence of 70 was found to be.
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Fig. 29. Wavelength dependence of the CPAS magnitude of Ho203at the
peak delay time 7,,. The dots and triangles respectively denote the experimental and theoretical results.

however, more complicated than the, perhaps expected,
- 2 . The data of Fig.
15 were also obtained using the
100-percent India ink and the theoretical model of (3.83.15). Aside from the large discrepancy
in the absolute
values of the peak delay times which was discussed in
Part A of this chapter, a microphone “flyback” feature is
alsoprominent at T > 6 ms, yieldingnegative experimental cross-correlations. This feature was also observed
by other workers [45] and can be ultimately traced to the
mechanical inertia of the microphone diaphragm [60].

Fig. 30. Normalized CPAS signal as a function of aqueous ink solution p.
(a) Peak magnitude. (b) Peak delay time [44].

At this time it is clear that the demonstrated depth-resolution capability of pseudorandom photoacoustic spectroscopy via the fixed delay timehixed depth correspondence of spectroscopic features coupledwith its ability for
quantitative spectroscopy, will prove an invaluable tool
forfutureinvestigations,such
assubsurfacespecies
identification,kinematicstudies
of chemicalreactions,
and nondestructive chromophore characterization.

IV.FREQUENCY-MODULATED(FM)TIME-DELAY- and
DOMAINTECHNIQUES
IN PHOTOTHERMAL
WAVE
SIGNALGENERATION
In thefrequencysweptopticalexcitationmode,the
exp { -ia7(2fc + S I T I ) } .
(4.6b)
photoacousticlphotothermal waveinformationcontained
in theoutputsignalresponse
of the system can be
reThe main advantage of the FM time-delay domain techcovered using the correlation and spectral analysis techniqueoverboththeimpulse-responsetransformation
niques presented in Section I-A. The definitions
of the
(pulsedlaser)method
andthewidebandrandomnoise
pertinent functions ( 1 . 1 1 ) and (1.12), however, must be
methods is its superior dynamic range. For a system or
extended to the complex domain to be able to accommodevice in which the frequency response exhibits a resodateanalytically
theFM input signals (1.32)-( 1.41),
nance with a characteristic bandwidth AfR centered at fo,
which are themselves complex functions of time. This is
the maximum value of the Fourier transform of the traneasilyaccomplished
by redefining the autocorrelation
sient time response of the system to an impulsive type of
function (1.1 1)
excitation (theoretically, a Dirac delta-function) is given
&(7) = lim X * ( t ) X(r
7)dt
(4.1) by [l01
r-+aT o

ST

+

and the cross-correlation function (1.12)
rT

+

of thetransient
(4.2) where Xpeakisthemaximumamplitude
response, and AfM = l/TMwith TMthe pulse recirculation
In (4.1) and (4.2) starred quantities indicate complex con- time. For a typical fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) signaljugation. The time-dependent signals obtained via corre- analyzer frequency resolution of, e.g., 3AfM = AfR, (4.7)
lation and convolution analysis using the FM mode of ex- gives
citation carry information related tothe delay of the output
signal with respect to the input. It is therefore customary
[ 131, [22] to use the variable 7 instead of r for time and
refer to the signal temporal evolution process in the time- If the input signal isof the frequency swept type and given
then at the resonant frequency
delay domain. It is well known [l31 that the complex out- by (1.36) with A(r) = Xpeak,
fo
the
maximum
value
of
the
Fourier transformof the FM
put of a dynamic photothermal system Y(t) is given as the
response is
convolution integral between the complex FM input signal and the unit impulse response function h(r) of the system, provided the latter is assumed to be time-invariant
From (4.8) and (4.9) it can be seen that, for an
instruAfM
=
AfR/3,
mental
frequency
resolution
requirement
of
Y(r) =
h(7) X(t - 7 ) d7
(4.3a)
the difference in available dynamic range between a fre= h(r) * X@)
(4.3b) quencysweepmeasurementandanimpulseresponse
transformation measurement on the same singly resonant
where a causal relationship between input and system re- test system is of the order of
sponse was assumed, so that the lower limit of the integration was set to zero, rather than -00. Using (4.2) and
(4.3), the following important relationship can be shown
r61:
In the FM mode AfM is defined as the inverse of the sweep
Rxy(7) = h(7) * f L ( 7 ) .
(4.4) period: AfM = 1/T. Fig. 31 shows a comparison between
frequency response functions of a multiresonant system
Oncetheautocorrelationfunction
of theinput is determeasured by the two techniques, where the superior dymined, the cross-correlation function between input and
namic range of the FM techniqueis clearly demonstrated.
output can be calculated immediately from the known imIf wideband random noise is used as the input signal to
pulse response of the photothermal wave system. For the
the test system, the maximum value of the Fourier transspecific excitation function of (1.38) it can be shown that
form can be shown to be [lo]

X*@) Y(t

7)

dr.

S,

W1

RV(7-1

h(7) *

[Rx+,+(T)

+ RLX- (7)I

(4.5)

with

exp { i m ( 2 f C+ S

[TI)}

where AfM now is the maximum root-mean-square (rms)
value of the measured noise bandwidth centered atfo. For
AfM/AfR = i , the loss in dynamic range compared to the
(4.6a) FM technique is
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The first reported photothermal wave system with FM
time-delay-domainopticalexcitationistherecentphotothermaldeflectionspectroscopic
(PDS)apparatus
of
Mandelis er al. (61, [ l l ] , 1121 shown in Fig. 32. These
authors investigated the performance of the PDS apparatus using a blackbody reference sample (anodized aluminum) in water, aswellasthinquartzfilms
of variable
thickness. A fast beam position detector wasfabricated
using a pinhole-photodiode arrangement with a 34 ns response time. The excitation beam from a 2 W Nd3+
:YAG
pump laser was expanded over the sample in order to facilitate the (one-dimensional) theoretical interpretation of
the data. Frequency modulation of the pump beam intensity was effected using an HP 3325A
Synthesizer/Function Generator.Thesystemoutputwas
registeredas a
photovoltagewhoseamplitudewasproportionaltothe
spatialdeflection of the He-Ne probe beam due to the
Mirage effect [61]. All the necessary frequency and timedelay-domain functions were calculated via a NicoletSci-‘
entific Corp. Model 660A dual channel FFT analyzer. The

1) Nd3+:YAG pump
F;ig. 32. FM time-delay mirage effect spectrometer.
laser. 2) CW 1.06 pm beam.3)Acoustooptic
(AIO) modulator. 4)
Alignment lens. 5 ) Water. 6 ) Sample. 7) Sample holder. 8)He-Ne probe
laser. 9) 632.8-nmprobebeam. 10) Focusinglens. 11) Opticallever
15)
reflectormirror. 12 and 13) Lenses. 14) 50-pmdiameterpinhole.
He-Ne beam interference filter. 16) Fast risetime photodiode. 17) Wide
bandwidthpreamplifier. 18) DualchannelFFTanalyzer.
19) Synthesizer/function generator.20) A i 0 modulator driver. 21) A/O driver power
amdifier. 22)A/O modulator power supply. 23) Computer memoryStorage [ I l l .

magnitudeandphase

of thecomplextransferfunction
Fig.
(fl
= 0) and
33(i).Thesedataweretakenbetweendc
1280 Hz ( = fi in (1.34)) with T = 0.41 S and a sweep
rate S = 3.122 kHzis applied to the acoustooptic modulator. Correlation and spectral processing, averaged over
1000 frequency sweeps with 1024 data points per sweep,
requiredapprox. 6-7 min.Thistimecanbereduced,
however, to be as low as 1 min, corresponding to a minimum number of -200 sweepdaverage. This time is by
far shorter than the time required to obtain the same information dispersively using lock-in detection as in Fig.
33(ii). The reliability of the data shown in Fig. 33(ii) is,
furthermore, inferior to that of Fig. 33(i), as the mean of
only20samplesperaveragewastakenover14data
points. From this comparison it was concluded that the

H(f)of the blackbody/water interface is shown in
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--.
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Ln [Frequency (Hz)]
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0

30
Ln [Frequency IHz)]

(ii)
Fig. 33i). (a) Magnitudeand (b) phase of the complex transferfunction
H(f) of the blackbody/waterinterface a t IO-gm probe beam offset, using
the FM Time Delay Domain PDS apparatus. i i ) (a) Amplitudeand (b)
phase of PDS signal with same dataobtained using lock-in detection
r111.
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Fig. 34. Impulse response functions from quartz layers of thickness 30 p m
( ( I ) , and 100 gn1 ( h ) [ I 1 1.

correlation function is equal to the unit impulse response
of the system; this was also verified experimentally [ l l].
The spectrometer was further used to measure the
response from thin microscope quartz slide layers in direct
contactwiththebackingmaterial(anodizedaluminum
support). A single slide cut in many pieces was used for
theseexperiments,toassurematerialuniformity.Each
piece was etched in 50-percent HF : 50-percent H 2 0 down
to the desired thickness. Fig. 34 shows a superposition of
theimpulseresponsesfortwodifferentthicknesses,
30
pm (Curve a ) and 100 pm (Curve b ) . The cross-correlation functions show similarfeatures,
i.e., anincreased peak
delay time, a broadened FWHM, and an increased trough
In eachcase
timedelay T,," withincreasingthickness.
data were taken at beam offset positions that maximized
the PDS output at the detector.
The secondary oscillations on bothwings of the main
pulse in Fig. 34 were found to be consistent with thermal
energy arrivals at the sample surface after multiplereflections at the sample-backing interface. The delay time A T
betweentwosuccessivepeakscorrespondedroughlyto
twice the thermal transit time ' T , ~
= ;f 2~/ a~2
through
~ ~ ~the
bulk of the sample. Similar effects have been predicted
theoretically by Burt 1621 in fluids excited by pulsed lasersandhavebeenobservedexperimentally
in liquids
and solids by Tam et al. [9], [63].
A theoretical model for the impulse responseof the PDS
systemwasalsopresented
by the authors of [ I l ] , who
~
the heat conduction
calculated the peak delay time' T from
Green's Function of the composite system:

superior speed and reliability of the FM time-delay system make it a very attractive candidate for thermal mapping or depth-profilingapplications in environments requiring fast turn-around, such as industrial quality control where a,,m , and c y 3 are the thermal diffusivities of the
laboratories. Using a raised Hanning FIR filter (i.e., co- backing material, quartz layer, and water, respectively,
sine to the fourth power window[14]), the input autocor- and I and are the quartz layer thickness and probe beam
relation function R,, (7)was found to be extremely narrowoffset at the beam-waist, respectively.A fit of (5.1) to the
data gave a value of CY? in good agreement with the pubon the time scale of the PDS experiments and could be
accurately approximated by the D i m delta function. Ac- lishedvalue [32]. Furtherexperimentationwithsilicon
wafersamples,on
which l-pm-thick field Si02 oxides
cording to (4.4), it follows that the input-output cross-
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Fig. 35. Autocorrelationfunctions of system inputandoutput.
(a) FM
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Fig. 36. One-sided autospectral densities of PDS system input and output.
(a) FM time-delay method. (b) PRBS method [12].

were grown thermally, showed that the FM time-delaydomain technique was quite sensitive to the presence of
[ 1 l]. These results were the FM time-delay spectrometer is a closer representation
such oxides on the silicon surface
deemed promising for the future of the technique
as a non- of a Dirac delta function than the PRBS counterpart and
destructive semiconductor probe capable of replacing the produces essentially identical lineshapes betweenh(7) and
[9], the two
pulsed laser excitation conventionally used
mainadvantagesoftheFMmethodbeinga)itsmuch
Fig. 36 compares the one-sided autospectral densities
higherpulsetolerancethresholdonsensitivematerials
1 kHz. From this
of the two techniques between dc and
such as those used in optoelectronic and microelectronic
figure two facts become apparent immediately: First, the
applications and b) its higher dynamic range than that of
(,, f )
FM time-delay apparatus exhibits a trulyflat input G
the impulsive excitation.
up to the highest frequency as expected from the Fourier
Mandelis et al. [ 121 further made a detailed comparison transform of the Dirac delta function representing the aubetween FM time-delay and the PRBS methods of optical tocorrelation of the input, and consistently with the conexcitationandMirage effect response.Fig.35shows
a dition (3.2'). The flat autospectralresponseoftheFM
R,,(7) and technique guarantees the validity of the condition [64]
comparisonoftheautocorrelationfunctions
R,,,,(T)of inputs and outputs, respectively, of the two techPRBS
niques. In Fig. 35(b) the secondary peaks of the
input autocorrelation function are clearly seen at the onset with Afgiven in (1.34). In practice, the physical requireof the second multiple of the frequency band spanned by ment satisfied by the PDS system of [l21 was
the PRBS pseudo-period. These spikes are also present in
autocorrelation,
albeit
much
more
the PRBS output
broadened and of much lower magnitude. A comparison i.e., the total sweep time was long compared to the time
delay response of the system. This is a necessary condiof R,,(7) between Figs. 35(a) and
35(b) shows that the
PRBS function is more broadened than the FM time-delay tion for high delay time resolution of the technique. SecPRBS
function on the time scale of the experiment. Therefore,
ond, Fig. 36(a)is to be comparedto the decay of the
200it is expected that the PRBS RJ7) convolution with the spectral contributions of the average power above
impulse response (i.e., the input/output cross-correlation 300 Hz. The uneven distribution in the frequency density
function,see (4.4)) will be somewhatbroaderthanthe
of the power input spectrum in the PRBS case results in
PRBS impulse response function h(7), a fact borne out by a steeper decay of its output
GyY(f)than the FM timethe experiments. On the other hand, the narrow R,(T) of delay signal. This means that the higher frequency com-
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Fig. 38. Transfer function channels of the Mirage effect system. (a) FM
time-delay method. (b) PRBS method. (I): Phase. (11) Magnitude (121.
Fig. 37. Coherence function comparison. (a) FM time-delay method. (b)
PRBS method [ 121.

two techniques. The coherence function is a most sensitive indicator of the quality of the relation between input
and output. The superior performance of the FM timedelayspectrometer is unequivocallyexemplified in this
figure. Essentially no correlation can be found above 600
Hz for the PRBS method, while a strong relation between
input and output well beyond l kHz
is observed for the
FM time-delay system. The dips in the coherence functions are due to non-system related deterministic signal
sources, such as line ripple and multiples
of 60 Hz. These
sources are completely deterministic at well-defined frequencies and they do not appear in the statistics of the
coherence function. The coherence of the PRBS system
exhibited large discrete sawtoothed band components with
peaks and valleys of rapidly varying functional quality of
the relationship between input and output. This resulted
in a poorsignal-to-noiseratioofthetransferfunction
H ( f ) , as seen in Fig. 38. This figure indicates the degree
of dynamic range superiority of the FM time-delay spectrometer to that of the device operating with a PRBS excitation.Theexceptionalquality
oftheFMtime-delay
spectrometer transfer function is intimately related to the
quality of the impulse response, whose Fourier transform
the transfer function is.

ponents are weighed less in the PRBS experiment, with a
concomitantspectraldistortionathighfrequencies.No
indication of even the onset of such a frequency weighing
phenomenon is shownby the FM time-delay spectrometer
withinthedisplayfrequency
range. The flatnessofthe
autospectral density function is a further assurance of the
mathematical equivalence between the impulse response
and cross-correlation functions (see (3.1)-(3.2’)) for the
FM time-delay spectrometer. Fig. 36(b) indicates that this
equivalence is not entirely justified for the PRBS spectrometer, due to the autospectral density
roll-off at high
frequencies. It is further apparent from Fig. 36(b) that the
autospectral density curve corresponding to
PRBS excitation consists of discrete power bands (“saw-toothed”
response) spanning narrow frequency ranges with a continuousenvelope.ThecorrespondingFM
time-delay
curve, on the other hand, istruly continuous aside from a
progressively discrete behavior at frequencies below 200
Hz. The discrete power band regions in both Figs. 36(a)
and 36(b) were seen to generate similar behavior of the
outputautospectraldensities.Thisresulted
in a sawtoothed output autospectral density G,,(f) for PRBS excitation, with a continuous envelope throughout much of
VI. CONCLUSION
the spectrum and was directly responsible for the lower
quality of the PRBS signal.
This review has shown that pseudorandom phototherFig. 37 is a comparison between the coherence funcmal methods have become increasingly popular in recent
tions obtained from the signal inputs and outputs for the
yearswithinvestigatorsinterested
in depth-profiling,
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PSEXDOSEQ.FTN
THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A PSEUW-RANWH SEQUENCE, 2**9-1=511 BITS IN
LENGTH.

C

C
C

C
INTEGER PSEUDO(513.9). I, J, ADD
C
r

c

P S E U W I 1 . J ) ULTIHATECY EECOI(E9 THE 2-D ARRAY COhPTAINING

C

c

m M-SERIES PSEVDO-RANDOII m n m y SEQUENCE.

IN THIS CASE, THE SEQUENCE IS FOR 2**9=512 BITS, AND THE ARRAY
PARMETESS R E F t E C T THIS.

C
C
C
C

I=1

W 10 J=1.9
10

PSEUWII,Jl=l
CONTINUE

C

W 100 I=1,512

L

W 20 5=9.2,-1
20

PSEuDoII+l,J) = PSEIIw(1.J-1)
CONTINUE

C

IF (ADD .EQ.

11

THEN

PSEuwII+1,11=1
ELSE
PsEmolI+1,11=o
END IF
C
100

CONTINUE

C

C

AbEXlEXDMEWT

C

To TYPE O U T PRBS ITSELF..

..
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W 150 J.1.17
N*J*29
WRI~l2.17~~PSEOW~I.9~.I=K.N~
FORMT(lX.2912)
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Fig. 39. Fortran listing of an m-series PRBS.
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